Other Curriculum Learning this term:
Maths: Place value; mental and written methods for all four
operations; fractions, decimals and percentages; negative
numbers; primes and prime factors; perimeter, area and
volume; decimal notation and calculations using decimals
Times table testing by the teacher—every Friday pm
RE: 1. Muhammed and Qu-ran
2. Christianity—The resurrection
Music: Surrey Gets Vocal
PE: Games with CM Sports and Playground social games
Art and Design:

1. Space art and polystyrene printing
2. Artist study—Banksy
3. Illustrated manuscripts
PSHE: 1. Health and wellbeing—feelings and goals
2. Keeping safe emotionally and physically
IT: Microsoft Publisher, iMovie, research and blogging

Space Invaders

Key Dates:
18th January—Guildford Cathedral ‘Surrey Get Vocal’ workshop
23rd January—Silver Cake Sale

7th February—Winchester Science Centre and Planetarium
19th—23rd February—Bikeablility
21st March—Guildford Cathedral ‘Surrey Get Vocal’ workshop
Times table testing by parent helpers every Wed, Thur and Fri pm.
Please contact Claire Boag if you are able to help out.

Silver Class Spring Term 2017-8

Spring Term 1 SPACE

Spring Term 2 INVADERS

Through reading and analysing exemplar non-fiction
texts, Silver Class will be learning the science of our
universe whilst immersing themselves in the style of
texts written to inform their readers. By the end of this
unit they will use improve their
Microsoft Publisher skills to create their own nonchronological report; set out as
a text book page.

Through research and historical enquiry Silver Class
will be learning about post-Roman Britain. Our focus
will be the Anglo-Saxon and Viking invasion and
settlement of the Kingdom of England, to the time of
Edward the Confessor.

After this, they will enjoy and
evaluate science documentaries. Using iMovie, the
children will work in small groups to research a space
topic and produce their very own documentary.
The novel this half term is Cosmic by Frank Cottrell
Boyce. The students are carrying out reading
comprehension and writing activities linked with this
book. They will also be working on their reading
comprehension, accuracy, fluency and expression as
they read in small groups during ’Book Club’ rotations
daily.

Silver Class will engage in
reading, viewing, writing and
drama activities to explore the
following:


Anglo-Saxon laws and justice

Viking raids and invasion—Battle cry speeches
Resistance by Alfred the
Great and Athelstan, first king
of England




Edward the Confessor

and his death in 1066
Key texts to be used throughout this half term include
Beowolf. The children will also be creating timelines
and using archaeological evidence.

